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Lecture abstracts follow:

Lecture 1) Synthesis and properties of CNTs
Abstract: Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have been touted as a wonder‐material in recent years, with the
highest strength‐to‐weight ratio of any known material and high electrical and thermal conductivity.
This lecture will explore the underlying basis from which these properties arise, and discuss various
synthesis techniques. In particular, chemical vapor deposition approaches allow for large quantities of
CNTs to be easily synthesized, and will therefore be emphasized.

While there are a number of synthesis pathways to obtain carbon nanotubes, typical chemical vapor deposition techniques rely
on transition metal catalysts such as Fe, which are observed to absorb carbon at high temperatures, and can excrete it in
graphitic form (diagram on left); typical carbon nanotubes can consist of many concentric cylinders (right, 5 nm scale bar).

Lecture 2) Applications
Abstract: Much of the interest in CNTs stems from the fact they have remarkable mechanical, electrical,
thermal, and multifunctional properties. This has led to proposals for their use in a wide variety of
applications, from probe tips in atomic force microscopy to space elevators for cheaply putting objects
in space. We will explore several of these proposed uses, focusing primarily on mechanical applications
but discussing some others as well. Feasibility and associated challenges, such as nanotoxicity, will be
discussed, as will the use of CNTs in structural materials relevant to civil engineering applications.

Due to their very high strength‐to‐weight ratio and excellent electrical and thermal properties, carbon nanotubes have been
proposed for a variety of applications. This includes possible replacements for Kevlar protective vests (left) since carbon
nanotubes can be spun into tough yarns (center); carbon nanotubes have even been proposed for the cable of a space elevator.

Lecture 3) CNT arrays
Abstract: As discussed in the previous lecture, despite the promising characteristics of CNTs, there are
still many challenges to realizing benefits in macroscopic systems. Designing materials based on aligned
arrays of CNTs is one approach for obtaining useful bulk materials for engineering applications that
make use of nanostructures. In this lecture we will discuss the bulk properties of CNT arrays
(emphasizing mechanics) and how they are synthesized. Their unique properties in compression will be
discussed, such as their foam‐like response, strain localization, and strain recovery.

Carbon nanotube arrays can be synthesized which have foam‐like characteristics and display a hierarchical structural
arrangement. At the mesoscale, the material appears very ordered, with well‐aligned carbon nanotube bundles (left); but if
one looks at a smaller length scale, the individual carbon nanotubes are observed to be highly laterally entangled (right).

Lecture 4) Modifying CNT arrays and creation of multilayer materials
Abstract: Depending on the application, one may desire to use CNT arrays of varying mechanical
properties. In this lecture we will examine structure‐property correlations that explain the bulk
mechanical response in terms of nano‐, micro‐, and milli‐meter structural features. Techniques for
tuning the mechanical response will be discussed, as will the assembly of multilayer materials that hold
promise for energy dissipation applications.

Carbon nanotube arrays can be customized both during and after synthesis. Pictured above are individual nanotubes (of
approximately 50 nm diameter) which have been modified with MnO2 particles on their surfaces. This modification could be
useful both for increasing the compressive strength of the arrays and for electrochemical applications.

Lecture 5) Multiscale modeling I
Abstract: The hierarchical features of CNT arrays, which were explained from an experimental
perspective in previous lectures, create challenges in developing a single modeling approach for
encompassing the material. In this lecture we will discuss some of the past modeling efforts that have
been used for CNTs and motivate the need for a multiscale model. We employ such a model based on
bistable spring elements

Lecture 6) Multiscale modeling II
Abstract: We present the mechanical modeling of multilayer composite structures composed of
alternating layers of aligned carbon nanotubes and copper/polymeric interlayers under compression.
We employ the model presented in Lecture 5 to capture the three‐phase hysteretic response of the
loading curve with excellent agreement. An in situ identification procedure is proposed to quantify
the material parameters corresponding to the mesoscopic scale of the structure. We use a high
resolution CCD camera to measure local strain while the structure is quasistatically compressed.
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